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About This Content

The full soundtrack (contains 16 tracks) for The Huntsman: Winter's Curse from the talented composer Adgio Hutchings. All
tracks provided as high quality MP3 files located in your Huntsman: Winter's Curse game directory.

01. Battle theme
02. Battle Won
03. Boss Battle
04. Countryside
05. Dangerous
06. Dramatica
07. Enchanted

08. Final Boss Battle
09. Foreboding
10. Game Over
11. Level Up

12. The Castle
13. The Cavern

14. The Huntsman: Winter's Curse
15. The town

16. Whimsical
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5k acheivment in 30 min
recommend this game for sure. One of the best turn based games every made, i love AOW, AOWSM, AOW3 GEE GEE REKT
they killed it. Crucible Falls is a very enjoyable coop game with interesting cooperative riddles. We had a lot of fun in our
nearly 6h gaming session and even after several playthroughs we didn\u2019t discover all the different endings. All riddles are
solvable, we never discovered a game breaking bug (hint: read the title of the plan next to the alien cube). The visual side of the
game is great, not perfect, but it generates a spooky atmosphere. To be honest\u2026 I had more fun with this game than with
the other AAA Games that came out recently. :). needs a bit of work. This is excellant to use for educational purposes but is
there a way to add a sandbox mode where you can mess around with different chemicles? That could
help\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665we do our own experiments.
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A good game. It did not crash at any time but had some slips when playing on Linux which made it impossible to finish the
game in one case (some items that should have been in the inventory from the beginning were not there and there was no way to
get them). There are also some minor translation mistakes when playing in English.

Gameplay is fun if you like Click&Point adventures. However, the game is split up in several chapters so one chapter is rather
short and riddles are not really hard to solve.. This is by far my favorite arcade off road racing game since Test Drive Offroad
Wide Open! If you are a big fan of Insane 1 by CodeMasters this game is most likely not for you. A russian company called
Targem Games bought the rights to Insane and have completely redone almost every aspect of the game. They added a nitro
boost, a strong vertical attractor to the vehicles to keep them upright when turning sharp, an auto upright system for when you
sit upside down for a while so you don't have to hold the flip button like in Insane 1, removed the iconic soft body physics of the
first game, and removed the ability to free roam.

I love both Insane 1 and Insane 2 but I have to treat them as completely seperate games. If you like crazy arcade fun without any
mod support Insane 2 is for you. If you want a realistic vehicle racing game with a huge modding community and soft body
physics go play Insane 1.. Great story. I really liked it, 10\/10 would buy again. Money well spent.. i had doubts about this game
but its like dominus but with league tables yes there are leagues 8 divisions you start in 8 and wow i won my first battle thanks to
my mage its a prett ygood game for anyone who likes this type of game i reccomend wholeheartedly. Thank goodness this game
was in the bargain bin or I would be really\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Characters keep getting stuck
at various points leaving no choice but to quit, next time you play remembering where the sticking points are only to get stuck
on another one just a bit further on, far too glitchy to enjoy !

Only plus point is at least you can offset some of the price by selling\/trading off the cards.. Supremely frustrating. Because
there are no checkpoints, and the levels are forced to be unlocked in a sequential order, you may be stuck repeating the same
level (from the very beginning!) fifty times in a row before you're able to move on to the next. I guess that counts as replay
value? I know that I had to play the level where I'd roll across an incredibly narrow path surrounded by LAVA maybe two dozen
times. And why is the camera completely controllable in the y-axis? The computer controlled camera is crappy enough to
warrant turning it off completely and just using the second stick on a controller to move the camera around, but under what
circumstances do I need to see the ball from UNDERNEATH the track? The camera stick has complete control here, but that's
not helpful in real life. What would be nice would be if pushing R3 would "right" the camera to point in the same vector as the
ball's velocity. An arrow pointing to the destination would be nice, or at least, pointing to the next crystal-thing. Pushing any
buttons on a standard gamepad makes a distracting cursor appear on the screen - I couldn't see how it'd even be possible to play
ANY game like this without a gamepad for analogue input. (It might be a fault of the engine or some other thing, but it's worth
noting).

The graphics are wonderful and the concept is golden, but I feel like it needs a little bit more polish if it's to overcome the
critical two-hour make or break point that Valve has now forced indie games to compete on. It's 90 percent of the way there, I
feel like.. This is a great concept. I love the simple nature of this design. This is a poetic little program\/game. It allows you to
access your creativity without being overwhelmed with too many possibilites. It gives you an accessable framework to start
pondering how to put things together in a creative way to get the visionary juices flowing.

I actually found myself being even more creative, having to think outside of the box, on how I could repurpose items in the
limited collection to create the result I was looking for.

Good job Pixeljam!

I love your games and your creative vision! Keep up the great work!. A great example of a short, focused game concentrating on
freedom of choice, sociopolitical questions and narrative, worth playing several times. Graphics are simple and attractive. I
really enjoyed it, both for its own sake and as a fascinating indie experiment in game design, world building and storytelling.

My reservation is some grammatical errors and poor word choices, which are especially intrusive in a dialogue based game with
some highly educated characters. It's a great game, but all that would be needed to correct this flaw someone to give a SPAG
and character voice check before publishing or on a future update. It's also a bit short for its full Steam price, but YMMV.

For all that, I'm a fan.. Laggy beyond imagination.
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Intel i7 4.0GHZ
16 GB RAM
Geforce 970. Wanted to like it, but it reminds me of kids playing with map settings in different creators. As they continue, the
maps become crazier & sillier. The same happens here.
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